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ABSTRACT
We present here our shape analysis method for a sample of 76 Galactic HII regions from
MAGPIS 1.4 GHz data. The main goal is to determine whether physical properties and initial
conditions of massive star cluster formation is linked to the shape of the regions. We outline a
systematic procedure for extracting region shapes and perform hierarchical clustering on the
shape data. We identified six groups that categorise HII regions by common morphologies.
We confirmed the validity of these groupings by bootstrap re-sampling and the ordinance
technique multidimensional scaling. We then investigated associations between physical pa-
rameters and the assigned groups. Location is mostly independent of group, with a small
preference for regions of similar longitudes to share common morphologies. The shapes are
homogeneously distributed across Galactocentric distance and latitude. One group contains
regions that are all younger than 0.5 Myr and ionised by low- to intermediate-mass sources.
Those in another group are all driven by intermediate- to high-mass sources. One group was
distinctly separated from the other five and contained regions at the surface brightness de-
tection limit for the survey. We find that our hierarchical procedure is most sensitive to the
spatial sampling resolution used, which is determined for each region from its distance. We
discuss how these errors can be further quantified and reduced in future work by utilising
synthetic observations from numerical simulations of HII regions. We also outline how this
shape analysis has further applications to other diffuse astronomical objects.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Massive stars capable of exciting an HII region have lifetimes up
to ∼ 10 million years. In this time, a significant amount of feed-
back is delivered to the surrounding interstellar medium (ISM)
via the HII region, outflows, stellar winds, and ultimately super-
novae explosions. The ISM also influences the morphologies of
HII regions due to its non-homogeneous nature. HII regions form
around their ionising source(s) within 105 years, sweeping up ma-
terial from the ISM into a dense shell surrounding hot dust and
ionised gas (Weaver et al. 1977). Continuum emission from the
ionised gas is readily observed at cm wavelengths, along with coin-
cident mid-infrared (MIR) emission distinguishing these objects as
thermal sources. The dense shells surrounding HII regions are well
traced by strong bands of excited polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs), for example the 7.7µm and 8.6µm bands (Watson et al.
2008) highlight the shells in the Spitzer-GLIMPSE survey (Ben-
jamin et al. 2003). Deharveng et al. (2010) found that the ratio of
surface brightness of 24µm emission (from the MIPGASL survey,
which traces the hot dust (Carey et al. 2009)) to 20 cm emission
? E-mail: jc849@kent.ac.uk
peaks at the centre of the HII region, but is less spatially coincident
with increasing distance to the centre.
In this work, we look to analyse the high resolution image data
of HII regions using detailed shape analysis. Thus far, radio contin-
uum images of HII regions have been observed to share a common
morphology of a closed disk, which is inferred as a projection of
the extended Strömgren sphere around an ionising source(s) (see
e.g Mezger & Henderson (1967); Beltrametti et al. (1982); Franco
et al. (2000); Quireza et al. (2006)). Similarly, MIR bubbles (the
larger of which are all confirmed to be the result of HII regions
(Anderson et al. 2011; Deharveng et al. 2010)) have been charac-
terised by their common morphologies of ring like structures, and
studies have catalogued their radii, eccentricities and shell thick-
ness’s (e.g. Churchwell et al. (2006, 2007); Beaumont & Williams
(2010); Arce et al. (2011); Simpson et al. (2012)). In each of these
cases, inhomogeneities in the natal molecular clouds can lead to
perturbations from these ideal morphologies. If a link can be found
between the shape of the HII regions and the host physical con-
ditions, we can use this to better understand the affinity between
massive stars, their formation and the surrounding ISM.
In terms of classifying HII regions and bubbles via their ob-
served shape, a broad morphological scheme was introduced by
Churchwell et al. (2006, 2007, hereafter C06), who first studied
c© 2018 The Authors
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stellar bubble images from the GLIMPSE data. They classified al-
most 600 MIR bubbles along the Galactic plane by the shape of
their shells, e.g. closed, broken, group. This approach was also used
by Anderson et al. (2011) and Bania et al. (2012) for the Green
Bank and Arecibo HII Region Discovery Survey catalogues, re-
spectively. Despite the fact that only half of all HII regions are ob-
served as MIR bubbles (Anderson et al. 2011), it is easier to distin-
guish features by eye in the MIR shells than the radio continuum
disks. More recently, Anderson et al. (2014) categorised over 8000
regions in the WISE Catalog of Galactic HII Regions based on the
presence or absence of radio emission and do not include any mor-
phological flags.
HII regions are known to trace the locations of active star for-
mation (SF) (e.g. Thompson et al. (2012); Kendrew et al. (2012)),
and due to the clustered nature of massive SF, insight into the phys-
ical properties of HII regions allow for inferences to be made as
to the initial conditions of massive cluster formation. Difficulties in
determining accurate distances to Galactic HII regions lead to many
statistical investigations having low completeness. In this work, we
take advantage of the homogeneity of the high resolution radio
images available of HII regions, to systematically compare their
shapes. Shape provides an unbiased, intrinsic characteristic of an
object, which can be readily compared through statistical means.
In this paper, we present our shape analysis method for the unsu-
pervised statistical clustering of HII regions. In a subsequent pa-
per (Campbell-White et al. in prep.), we will compare the results
from our observed sample to those from synthetic observations of
numerical simulations of HII regions. The aim of this work is to
find associations between the region shapes and physical parame-
ters/initial conditions of cluster formation to produce a training set
for supervised classification of HII regions.
This work is organised as follows: In Section 2, we describe
the source and extraction of the observational data. In Section 3,
we provide details of the statistical methodology and present our re-
sults. In Section 4, we discuss the physical properties of the HII re-
gions with respect to our findings; discuss outliers in the data, and
propose future applications of our method. This is all summarised
and concluded in Section 5.
2 HII REGION IMAGE DATA
The WISE Catalogue of Galactic HII regions (Anderson et al. 2014)
is currently the largest compiled catalogue of HII regions. It com-
prises details of 8399 identified and candidate HII regions, of which
1524 are categorised as ‘Known’, with observed Hα spectroscopic
and/or Radio-Recombination-Line (RRL) emission. The remaining
regions are flagged as groups, candidates and radio-quiet regions
identified by their MIR morphology in the WISE images.
High resolution MIR images of stellar bubbles from the
Spitzer-GLIMPSE survey were first studied in C06. In that work,
they obtained estimates for the angular radii, eccentricity, position
angle and thickness of almost 600 bubbles. This was from visual
inspection of the MIR images by the authors. The number of iden-
tified bubbles from the Spitzer images was then increased by an or-
der of magnitude by the Milky Way Project DR1 (MWP, Simpson
et al. 2012). The MWP bubble catalogue comprises details of 5106
stellar bubbles, identified by citizen scientists1 and is split into two
sub-catalogues of 3744 large and 1362 small bubbles. The small
1 Using the Zooniverse platform: https://www.zooniverse.org/
bubbles are those which resemble the required MIR morphology of
a stellar bubble, but are too small for the platform’s ellipse draw-
ing tool. Properties of the large bubbles were obtained, all reduced
from the compiled crowd-sourced data, corresponding to those of
C06.
Although well categorised, the MIR data of the stellar bubbles
are subject to many inhomogeneities (such as point sources and
filamentary structures) that could prove difficult as a starting point
for the shape analysis we utilise in this work. Instead, we chose to
start with the high resolution 20cm radio continuum images from
the Multi-Array Galactic Plane Imaging Survey (MAGPIS, Helfand
et al. 2006). MAGPIS combined VLA images with those from the
1.4 GHz 100m Effelsberg telescope to correct for missing fluxes
in the extended emission regions. The resulting MAGPIS images
have an average angular resolution of 5.8", with a pixel scale of 2"
and 1σ sensitivity of < 0.15mJy. MAGPIS covers |b| < 0.8◦and
48.5◦> l > 5◦. Within this range, there are 710 ‘Known’ WISE
HII regions, 405 of which have a determined distance in the WISE
catalogue. With the intent of analysing the MIR morphology of the
regions in future work, we identified which of these 405 HII regions
were positionally coincident with at least one MWP large bubble,
which resulted in 243 regions.
The morphologies of this sample of HII regions at a given sur-
face brightness were extracted using image contouring. To gener-
ate contours from each region, the signal value was first determined
by applying sigma clipping with five iterations to each image tile.
Contour levels were then applied with values of 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2σ
above the mean, with a smoothing of 3 pixels, which accounted for
the 5.8" beam size of MAGPIS, given the 2" pixel scale. This en-
abled us to determine a systematic boundary of each region, whilst
accounting for the varying fluxes and noise. Visual inspection of the
contouring procedure showed that the 1σ contour was most effec-
tively capturing the ‘edge’ of the HII regions in the MAGPIS data.
Both the 1.5 and 2σ levels frequently missed some of the extended
emission features and were concentrated around the brightest pix-
els. The 0.5σ level extended out into the image noise for many of
the regions. Hence, we selected the 1σ contour levels to describe
the shape of each HII region. Further testing of how different sigma
levels affect the methodology and results are outlined in Sect. 3.4.3.
We selected our final sample of HII regions from the 1σ con-
toured image tiles. To test our shape analysis method, we were
more stringent with our selection than if we were simply intending
to classify all of the HII regions within our larger data set. Regions
that were at the edge of image tiles were disregarded, as were ones
where the contouring procedure did not generate at least one closed
boundary around the region. We thus arrived at a sample of n = 76
HII regions, comprising different shapes and sizes. The contouring
procedure produced a set of l, b coordinates for the boundary of
each region. After translating the centre of each set to the origin of
the coordinate axes, each region’s distance was then used to change
from angular Galactic degrees to spatial parsec coordinates. Since
all regions were within ±0.8◦ of the Galactic Plane, the correc-
tion factor to account for the spherical coordinate system can be
neglected.
Distances to the HII regions were taken from the WISE cat-
alogue. The most common technique for obtaining these distances
is kinematically via a measured line of sight radial (LSR) veloc-
ity. Anderson et al. (2012) found that the errors associated to kine-
matic distance estimates are between 10% and 20% for the entire
Galactic Plane, due to uncertainties in rotation curves and the So-
lar circular rotation parameters. There are also further systematic
errors for kinematic distances of objects tangential to our line of
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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Figure 1. Distributions of distances of our sample of 76 HII region distances (left), Galactocentric distances (middle) and physical effective radii (right).
Distances were taken from Anderson et al. (2014), and used to determine the other two parameters. The effective radius was taken as the mean of the semi-
major and -minor axes of the contoured regions.
sight, and those located within the Solar circle are subject to the
kinematic distance ambiguity, where each LSR velocity value has
a near and a far associated distance. The average error in the dis-
tances to HII regions in the first quadrant of the Galaxy from the
WISE catalogue is 15% (Anderson et al. 2014). The distribution of
Heliocentric distances of our sample of HII regions range from 3.5
to 22.6 kpc with a peak of ∼ 11 kpc (Fig. 1, left). Galactocentric
distances are shown in Fig. 1, middle with a peak at ∼ 6 kpc. The
mean physical effective radius of each region was determined from
the contoured boundary and most are less than 5 pc (Fig. 1, right).
Five of the HII regions in our sample are positionally coin-
cident with a young (< 10 Myr) star cluster from the Milky Way
Global Survey of Star Clusters catalogue (MWSC, Kharchenko
et al. 2012) (G022.761-00.492 & BDSB_117, G034.256+00.136
& BDSB_127, G042.103-00.623 & BDSB_131, G045.475+00.130
& BDSB_136, and G045.825-00.291 & BDSB_137). Each of the
clusters from MWSC are flagged as ‘nebulous’, hence they may be
physically associated with the HII regions. Three of the clusters,
BDSB_136, BDSB_137 and BDSB_127 have distance estimates
22% larger than the corresponding HII region distance from the
WISE catalogue. The distances to BDSB_131 and BDSB_117 are
43% higher and 36% lower, respectively. Due to the embedded na-
ture of massive SF, it is expected that few identified star clusters
would be positionally coincident with HII regions. Since these ex-
amples are just coincident, and not shown to be associations, we
instead keep the distance estimates from the WISE catalogue.
3 STATISTICAL METHODS & RESULTS
We present here our statistical shape analysis using the sample of
76 selected HII regions. The HII regions/bubbles in our data share
a common morphology of a rounded extended disk for the former,
and ring like structure for the latter. It is this property that has al-
lowed them to be readily identified from visual inspection of the
radio continuum or mid-IR images. As outlined in C06, however,
few bubbles display a well defined circular symmetry, with many
highly elliptical or only partial rings. This was also found by Simp-
son et al. (2012) in the MWP data set. Recent focused studies on
individual bubbles have looked at perturbations of shells and as-
sociation with massive clumps as signs of triggered star formation
(e.g. Ji et al. (2012); Xu & Ju (2014); Dewangan et al. (2017)).
However, the availability of high angular resolution wide field im-
ages, that reveal the fine detail of HII region boundaries at sub-pc
level, allows for robust shape analysis techniques to be carried out
across a larger sample.
An object’s shape is defined as ‘all the geometric information
that remains when location, scale and rotational effects are filtered
out’ (Kendall 1977). If one would like to preserve information as to
the object’s scale, size-and-shape is considered. Two objects have
an equal size-and-shape if a rigid body transformation of one can
match it exactly to the other. Shape is hence used as an invariant
measure that provides an intrinsic property of objects under investi-
gation. A caveat when dealing with astrophysical objects, however,
is that one must ensure that the extraction of shape for the object in
question is systematic and repeatable. This is because changing the
threshold values for image data would inevitably lead to deviations
in the identified boundaries. An object’s shape is quantified along
its boundary by a finite number of landmarks. A shape descriptor
conveys this information, depending on how the landmarks are in-
terpreted. For example, the effective radius measurements used for
the MWP and C06 bubbles is the shape descriptor for the average of
the semi major and minor axes of the ellipses fitted to the bubbles.
3.1 Curvature Distribution
The shape descriptor we use in our analysis is the curvature, k,
which is defined as the reciprocal of the radius, hence this descrip-
tor preserves the object’s size-and-shape invariance. Landmarks
were taken as the coordinates of the boundary of each shape, hav-
ing been transformed from an angular to a spatial scale (as out-
lined in Sect. 2). This boundary was taken as f(t) = x(t)y(t),
where t is the spatial interval between each (x, y) Cartesian coordi-
nate pair. For each object, the curvature was calculated at multiple
points along the boundary, f(t), by the following equation, where
the primes denote the first and second derivatives with respect to t.
k(t) =
|x′y′′ − x′′y′|
(x′2 + y′2)
3
2
(1)
These derivatives were obtained by fitting cubic interpolation
splines to f(t). The points for interpolation (spline knots) could
then be set at a given spatial resolution, whereby the derivatives;
and thus the curvature, were determined at each knot. This allowed
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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Figure 2. Left: Boundaries of HII regions G038.840+00.495 (grey) and
G018.152+00.090 (black) with centred, spatial coordinates. Points indicate
interpolation spline ‘knots’, where the curvature k was calculated. Right:
Corresponding empirical cumulative distribution functions for the curvature
values along the boundary of each HII region.
for each region’s shape to be represented by its corresponding cur-
vature distribution, k(t). The mean knot interval for the entire data
was set to 0.54 pc, which corresponds to the spatial beam size of
the MAGPIS survey at a distance of 19.2 kpc - the lower error
bound of the heliocentric distance to the furthest object in the sam-
ple. This limiting sampling resolution aimed to ensure that no bias
was given to objects at a nearer distance, where the spatial reso-
lution of the images is higher. For such objects where the initial
number of data points in f(t) was far greater than the number of
spline knots, the boundaries were notably under-sampled, leading
to the small amount of variation in the 0.54 pc knot intervals. The
resulting knot intervals were normally distributed with µ = 0.54 pc
and σ = 0.16 pc. Resulting affects from changing this knot interval
depend upon whether or not the overall description of the object’s
shape changes and are discussed in more detail in Sect. 3.4.3. Fig-
ure 2 shows an example of two different shape boundaries with
centred, spatial coordinates (left), with the corresponding empirical
cumulative distribution functions (CDF) for the curvature at each
knot (right). The use of CDFs for summarising the curvature distri-
butions allows for an unbiased, consistent estimator of the popula-
tion, with no loss of information due to binning of data.
3.2 Anderson-Darling Test
In order to group objects based on their curvature distributions, the
two-sided Anderson-Darling (A-D) test statistic (Anderson & Dar-
ling 1952) was used. The A-D test is a statistical hypothesis test,
where the null hypothesis when applied to two samples is that they
are subsets of a single parent population. The two-sample A-D test,
TAD (Pettitt 1976), generalises to the following formula:
TAD =
1
nm
n+m∑
i=1
(NiZ(n+m−ni))
2
iZ(n+m−i)
(2)
where Z(n+m) are the combined and ordered samples X(n) and
Y(m) (for respective sample sizes n andm), andNi are the number
of observations in X(n) that are less than or equal to the ith obser-
vation in Z(n+m). The test statistic TAD represents a dissimilarity
measure between the two samples, whereby the null hypothesis is
rejected for large TAD , and TAD = 0 for identical distributions.
The A-D test is similar to the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff (K-S)
test, such that it compares two CDFs. Such statistical tests are use-
ful as they do not require binning of continuous data, hence no in-
formation is lost by arbitrary selection choices. The K-S test is most
suitable when the CDFs differ globally, since it only computes the
maximum difference between the two CDFs. The K-S test is also
insensitive when differences in the CDFs are most prominent at
the tails of the distributions, due to the convergence of the CDF at
0.0 and 1.0. The A-D test, however, measures the sum of square
deviations between each CDF, accounting for multiple discrepan-
cies, and is appropriately weighted towards the tails of the distribu-
tion, thus addressing both of these issues. For further information
of comparisons between the A-D test and the K-S test see e.g. Babu
& Feigelson (2006), Hou et al. (2009) and Engmann & Cousineau
(2011).
The two-sided A-D test statistic was computed pair-wise for
each HII region using the curvature CDFs. This resulted in a sym-
metrical N ×N matrix of TAD dissimilarity measures.
3.3 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis
To avoid ambiguity between the terms ‘star cluster’ and ‘statistical
cluster’, we will henceforth refer to the statistical cluster groups
produced from hierarchical clustering as ‘groups’.
The hierarchical clustering used in this analysis requires a dis-
tance matrix as the input. The symmetrical matrix of dissimilarity
measures from the pair-wise A-D tests was hence converted to a
distance matrix using the Euclidean transformation:
Dxy =
√√√√ N∑
i=1
(xi − yi)2 (3)
where x and y are the vectors of dissimilarities between the respec-
tive regions. For example, D14 is the Euclidean distance between
regions 1 and 4, which accounts for the dissimilarities of each re-
gion with respect to all other regions. This allows for groups to be
more accurately determined as outlier distances are highlighted in
Euclidean space. The resulting distance matrix is again symmetric,
with Dx=y = 0.
Hierarchical cluster analysis was performed on the distance
matrix, with the method “ward.D2”2, which implements the Ward
& Joe (1963) clustering criterion (Murtagh & Legendre 2014). Fer-
reira & Hitchcock (2009) found that Ward’s method outperformed
other hierarchical clustering methods (such as average-, complete-
and single- linkage), especially when there were no large differ-
ences among group sizes. Ward’s agglomerative method is based
on a sum-of-squared differences criterion for producing groups. It
ensures that at each hierarchical step, the distances of the newly
created group to the rest of the data is selected such that the within-
group-dispersion is minimised (as explained below, Eq. 4). This
dispersion is proportional to the squared Euclidean distance be-
tween group centres, rather than, for example, taking the maximum
distance of an object in each group, as adopted in the complete-
linkage method.
To iteratively form the groups using Ward’s method, each
value in the input distance matrix, D, (i, j, k, etc. ⊂ D, which
in our case are the Euclidean distances between regions based
on their pair-wise A-D test statistic) starts as a singleton group
2 The “ward.D” method yields the same clustering results when using
D2xy as the input
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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Figure 3. Dendrogram showing the results of our hierarchical cluster analysis of the shapes of our sample of HII regions. Each HII region is placed at the
bottom of the dendrogram, with groups shown as merges on the dendrogram. The height score of a group is taken from Ward’s agglomerative method. Red
boxes delineate groups obtained by cutting the dendrogram at a constant height, which are indexed 1 – 7 at the bottom of the figure. Numbers above merged
groups represent the p-values (in %) obtained from multi-scale bootstrap re-sampling of the data.
(Ci, Cj , Ck, etc.). The closest pair of singletons are then agglom-
erated, into a new group. At each iteration, as the groups are formed
and grow, inter-group distances, d, are then redefined from the new
group centres (of group sizes n), following the Lange & Williams
(1967) dissimilarity update formula:
d2(Ci ∪ Cj , Ck) = ni + nk
ni + nj + nk
d2(Ci, Ck)+
nj + nk
ni + nj + nk
d2(Cj , Ck)− nk
ni + nj + nk
d2(Ci, Cj)
(4)
At each iteration, for N groups (where N originally equals the
number of objects in the input distance matrix, and then decreases
after each iteration), there are N − 1 agglomerations. The process
is repeated until the final two groups are joined.
The resulting hierarchical structure is plotted on a dendrogram
(Fig. 3), which shows each individual object, termed a ‘leaf’ and
the ‘branches’ that join them. The height is the distance value at
which the leafs/branches merge. For pairs of leaves, this is the dis-
tance value from the input Euclidean distance matrix, D. For all
merges higher than this, the height value is obtained from Ward’s
method using Eq. 4. Rather than considering each leaf and how they
form branches, one can instead consider the first split in the dendro-
gram to be the two largest distinct groups, with more groups form-
ing at each subsequent split as one looks further down the dendro-
gram. In Fig. 3, the delineated boxes in red represent seven groups
obtained by cutting the dendrogram at a constant height. The num-
bering of the groups is arbitrary, assigned by the algorithm follow-
ing the sequence in which it considers each object. The position
of groups in the dendrogram, however, is not arbitrary, with tighter
groups (with a lower height score) positioned starting from the left
at merges. By looking top-down, we see that groups 7 & 6 are sep-
arated from the rest of the groups at the highest level. We should
hence expect to find most difference between these sets of regions.
Considering the right side of this first split, we note that group 1
and the outlier object in group 2 are separate from groups 4, 5 & 3.
The following subsection discusses these groups in more detail.
3.4 Groups from Clustering
3.4.1 Visual inspection and CDFs of groups
A selection of the HII regions sorted into each of the groups from
the Fig. 3 dendrogram can be seen in Appendix B 3. It is clear from
the images that the amount of local curvature variance along the
region boundaries changes between each group. Those grouped
on the left hand side of the dendrogram (labelled groups 6 & 7
in Fig. 3) possess the highest amount of local curvature variation
along their boundaries. We also note visual similarities between
groups originating from common parent branches - e.g. groups 5 &
3. Group 1 appears to host the most unperturbed regions, with low
amounts of local curvature variance. The regions in group 4 display
a range of morphological features, including boundaries that are
circular, elongated, and largely perturbed. This group may hence
represent the ‘average’ regions, with no explicitly defining features
which would place them in to one of the other groups. It is not im-
mediately apparent why the outlier region in group 2 is placed into
a single group. A possible explanation is that the amount of interpo-
lation points used to determine this region’s curvature distribution
is far greater than most regions, since it is located at the furthest
distance in the sample. We discuss this region in more detail in
Section 4.2.
For some of the regions, it is hard to tell visually why they
are placed into a given group. In order to more quantitatively de-
termine how the clustering procedure is grouping the regions, we
3 Available in the online version of this paper.
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Figure 4. Cumulative distribution functions for the curvature values of all
HII regions belonging to the seven groups identified in Fig. 3. Note that this
figure has been truncated at log (k/pc) = ±1.8 to highlight the differences
between CDFs at the centre of the distributions. The maximum curvature
values for group 7 are significantly higher than the other groups.
considered the CDF of all k values within each of the seven groups
identified in the dendrogram. The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 4.
It has been truncated to highlight the global differences between
each CDF. The pair of objects in group 7 have the largest fraction
of high k values, followed by the objects in group 6. These two
groups merge with the rest of the groups at the highest point on
the dendrogram, however, group 4 which displays the next largest
amount of high k values, is in the middle of the groups on the right
side of the first split. This suggests that it is not only the amount of
high k values that is delineating the groups. The CDFs of groups
3 and 5 cross multiple times and if the cut on the dendrogram was
made higher, these two groups would be the first to merge. Group 1
appears to have the lowest k values, with the outlier region in group
2 having a distribution that lies between group 1 and groups 3 & 5.
Since it was the CDFs that were considered in the pair-wise A-D
tests, it is expected that the combined CDFs for each group would
show distinct differences. We can further visualise how the hier-
archical clustering has generated groups by utilising an ordination
technique for the input distance matrix.
3.4.2 Multi-Dimensional Scaling
The input distance matrix allows Ward’s method to find groups in
multivariate Euclidean space, the same used by Multi-Dimensional
Scaling (MDS, also known as Principal Coordinate Analysis).
MDS reduces the dimensionality of a distance matrix to represent
variances and similarities within data on an ordinance diagram. A
set of uncorrelated, orthogonal axes are produced, where each axis
created by the MDS procedure has an associated eigenvalue, whose
magnitude indicates the amount of variation captured by that axis.
MDS is mathematically similar to principal component analysis
(PCA). PCA seeks to reduce dimensionality between different vari-
ables, also producing sets of orthogonal axes refereed to as compo-
nents. For both techniques, the number of axes produced equals the
number of objects in the distance matrix (which, in our case is the
number of HII regions in the sample; in PCA it would be the num-
ber of variables considered). Each axis’ relative eigenvalue gives
the importance of that axis for summarising the variances in the
distance matrix.
For the input distance matrixD, used for the hierarchical clus-
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Figure 5. Ordination graphs showing the results of Multi-Dimensional
Scaling of the distance matrix used for the hierarchical clustering. Each
point represents one HII region, with colours and symbols matching the
groups identified on the dendrogram in Fig. 3. The first and second princi-
pal coordinate axes are shown in the upper panel and the third and second
in the lower. Together, these three axes represent 97% of the variability in
the distance matrix.
tering, MDS reveals that the first two principal coordinate axes ac-
count for 60 % and 30 % of the total data variance, respectively.
A further 7 % is represented by axes 3, hence the first three axes
account for 97 % of the data variation. The subsequent axes each
capture less than 1% variation individually; collectively making up
the remaining 3% variation. The first two principal coordinate axes
are shown in Fig. 5 - top, and the second and third coordinates are
shown on the bottom. If the original TAD dissimilarity matrix was
used as the input to PCA, the resulting PCA ordinance and eigen-
value scores would be equivalent to what we obtain using MDS
in Euclidean space. Whilst PCA has a natural parametrisation of
eigenvalues, corresponding to some combinations of the input vari-
ables, there is not such a correspondence in MDS. The input to
MDS is a distance matrix rather than a set of variables, which in
our case constitutes distances between the shapes of the HII re-
gions. Hence, here we use MDS ordinance to see if the results from
hierarchical clustering delineate groups that visually correspond to
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groupings in the MDS Euclidean space. We can then look for as-
sociations between observables and the ordinations along the MDS
axes.
Figure. 5 shows that there is a clear correspondence between
MDS axis 1 and the groups from hierarchical clustering. Group
2 (red triangle) which represents the outlier region is seen to be
ordinated away from the rest of the data in each of the first three
axes. Excluding group 2, the ordering of the groups along axis 1
matches the ordering in the CDF plot shown in Fig. 4. This suggests
that the most variance in the data can be explained by the amount
of high curvature points within each group. Groups 6 (pink inverted
triangles) and 7 (yellow crossed circles) have the highest values
along axis 1. Group 4 (blue crosses) are close to the origin of axis
1, but show a high variance along both axes 2 and 3. Groups 5, 3 &
1 (cyan diamonds, green plus signs and black circles, respectively)
have some cross over along axis 1. There is also cross over between
these groups and MDS axis 2, however, with regards to groups 5
(cyan diamonds) and 3 (green plus signs), which are shown to have
similar CDFs and originate from the same parent branch on the
dendrogram, MDS axis 2 reveals that there is a distinct separation
of the groups along this axis. The variance along axis 2 is likely due
to another feature of the curvature distributions, since regions with
high scores on axis 2 are at the extremes of axis 1. Groups 5 (cyan
diamonds) and 4 (blue crosses) have similar scores on axis two, but
they appear separated along axis 3 with some cross over around the
origin of this axis. There is no further correspondence with group
and axis 3, that is not already apparent from axes 1 and 2.
We have shown from the visual inspection of the groups, the
group CDF plot and the MDS ordinances that the hierarchical clus-
tering procedure is identifying groups that share similar morpho-
logical features. Both the group CDF plot and MDS ordination
highlight quantitatively the similarities between groups 3 and 5, yet
visual inspection of group 4 reveals a range of shapes are included.
We therefore must consider the reliability of the groups which thus
far have been identified by an arbitrary cut at a given height on the
dendrogram.
3.4.3 Group & Method Validity
As outlined at the start of this section, we must ensure that the ex-
traction of shape from our HII regions is systematic and repeatable.
Furthermore, a future use of our unsupervised clustering method
is to identify a training set for use in machine learning supervised
classification of HII regions. We have hence carried out a number
of robustness checks on both the shape data and performance of
the analysis method to determine how well the method copes with
different selection choices.
Firstly, in order to test how reliable the identified groups are,
we applied multi-scale bootstrap re-sampling (Shimodaira 2004) to
the data. This provides a p-value for each merge on the dendro-
gram, which represents the probability that each respective merge
is intrinsic to the data. In standard bootstrap re-sampling, the origi-
nal data of size n is considered, and bootstrapped data-sets (also of
size n) are generated by sampling data from the original set with
replacement. By applying the same hierarchical clustering proce-
dure to the bootstrapped sets, one can compare how many times
a group from the original data appears in a bootstrap replicated
dendrogram. However, by always considering a sample size of n,
biases can be introduced to the bootstrap probabilities (Shimodaira
2004). Multi-scale bootstrap re-sampling generates a range of boot-
strapped data-sets, which can be smaller or larger than n. For each
sample size, hierarchical clustering is applied, and the number of
times a given group from the original data appears in a replicated
dendrogram is counted. This is repeated a number of times at each
sample size, resulting in an approximately unbiased p-value for
each group in the original data. For our distance matrix D, the
largest group obtained from our sample size of n = 76 contained
28% of the data. We hence set the lower bound of the multi-scaling
to 0.5 × n and increased in steps of 0.1 × n to an upper-bound
of 1.4 × n, at each step using 104 bootstrap iterations. This set up
yielded reproducible p-values, where all p-values above 90% had
a standard error less than 0.6%. By standard normal theory this
equates to a confidence interval on the p-values of ±1.2%. The p-
values for each merge are shown in Fig. 3 in red above each group
outlined by the constant cut and precluding merges higher up the
diagram. From left to right, the associated p-values for the 7 pre-
viously defined groups are: Group 7: 51%, group 6: 78%, group
2 is the outlier object, which has a p=88% to be joined to group
1, group 1: 94%, group 4: 94%, group 5: 94%, group 3: 97%. If
groups 7 and 6 are joined, the respective p-value for all of these ob-
jects to be within one group is then 90%. Hence, for the discussion
of group properties and parameters, we consider groups 1, 4, 5, 3
and merge the two regions from group 7 into group 6.
We then ran some further checks to determine how well the
group structure of the dendrogram remains when varying certain
selection choices pertaining to the shape data. The first of these was
the initial sigma value used to extract the boundaries of the HII re-
gions. Our reasoning for using the 1σ contour level was explained
in Sect. 2, with lower σ levels including too much noise and higher
levels not capturing enough detail. Here we test whether smaller
changes to the sigma level affect the results. The analysis was re-
run with 0.8 and 1.2σ contours and in both cases, some of the group
associations obtained from the 1σ data changed. This is explained
by the fact that changing the threshold level inherently changes the
shape considered. The extent to which the shape changes differs
on an individual basis, with some regions much more susceptible
than others. In turn, the computed pairwise distance matrix repre-
senting the region shapes also changes, which can have a knock-on
effect for the hierarchical procedure. This is due to how the inter-
group distances are computed by the agglomeration method, which
considers each object’s pairwise distance within a given group. In
our case, the Ward method is less amenable to small within-group
distance changes than, for example, the single-linkage method, as
used in friends-of-friends algorithms (Ferreira & Hitchcock 2009).
Nevertheless, larger differences in the distance matrix from those
regions whose shape changes substantially will be captured by the
agglomeration process, and the extent to which this affects the re-
sults would be apparent in the final groupings.
To determine whether lowering or increasing the σ level has
more affect on the shape and resulting groupings, we first computed
the bootstrapped p-values for the dendrograms of the entire ±0.2σ
data. In each case, they were notably lower than for the 1σ data
with mean values of 71% for 1.2σ and 84% for 0.8σ, compared to
93% for the 1σ data. This suggests that the groups outlined at these
levels are less credible than the 1σ level. In principal, one could
test various sigma levels for resulting groups with the optimum p-
values, and we will employ this approach in our follow-up work.
Next, we switched the shape data of randomly selected individual
regions to 1.2 or 0.8σ and repeated the analysis. On average, 18%
of regions changed groups at 1.2σ and 29% of regions changed
group at 0.8σ. Although the 1.2σ data was less likely to result in
a individual region changing group, the lower overall p-values for
this level may be explained by these shapes being more smoothed
with fewer features, so the pairwise distances are generally lower
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and it is more likely for them to be grouped with different simi-
lar regions. For the 0.8σ regions, the larger fraction of individual
regions changing group is expected since lowering the threshold
allows for more detail and extended features with high curvature
values to be captured. In all cases where a region changed group,
the rest of the group structure from Fig. 3 remained. In addition,
when a change was observed, it was to neighbouring branches, and
no region moved in to group 6 from the right hand side of the den-
drogram. This confirms that the hierarchical groupings are not sen-
sitive to small changes in the distance matrix, and that we may be
able to quantify how and when a region moves to/from a given
group. This will be investigated further in Paper II.
The way in which the ‘edge’ of the HII region is defined in
order to extract its shape must hence be carefully considered when
conducting this type of shape analysis. Although in our case, the
1σ level appears to be the best representation, this may not be the
case for other surveys with different noise profiles.
A similar test was carried out for the spline knot spacing.
The spacing is in essence the resolution of the shape data, hence
changing this would also in some cases change the description
of the region shape, due to finer details either being included or
smoothed out. We initially used a spacing of 0.54 pc, correspond-
ing to the beam size of the survey at a far distance of 19.2 kpc.
Hence, changes to a region’s distance subsequently changes the
knot spacing along its boundary. Smaller distances have larger
spacings (lower resolution) and vice versa. We changed the dis-
tances of regions in the sample by a random amount between±20%
to address both issues of the sample distance errors and how differ-
ent resolutions affects the results. We found that when decreasing
the distance/resolution of a region, 18% changed groups and when
increasing the distance/resolution, 53% of regions changed groups.
Capturing more detail of the shape thus has a much more profound
affect than smoothing the data. This agrees with the results from the
MDS ordination that shows a correlation between assigned group
and number of high-curvature points along the region boundary.
The fact that increasing the spline resolution has the most notable
affect on the groups supports our choice of using the far distance
resolution to reduce distance biases, which is further discussed in
Sect. 4.1.1. Whilst this is an important limitation to identify, we do
note that changing the resolution of individual regions in this man-
ner affects the systematic nature of the shape analysis. It is hence
expected that changing the shape descriptor of a region by a sub-
stantial amount will cause it to move to a different group associ-
ated to another morphology class. Furthermore, certain regions of
a given group each moved to the same group after changing the
resolution. For example, each region that moved from group 3 was
relocated to group 1 after increasing the resolution. This suggests
that we may be able to further quantify the morphological group-
ings with a more controlled sample.
In terms of our sample of HII regions, the region images in Ap-
pendix B show that we did arrive at a varied selection in terms of
morphological features. To test whether our group results are sensi-
tive to different samples, we removed a number of regions from the
data and re-run the analysis. 18, 25, 32 and 38% of regions were
removed at random and in each case, the resulting group associ-
ations matched that of Fig. 3 for the remaining regions. Similarly,
we tested whether the group structure remains when removing all
regions belonging to a given group. Again, all of the group struc-
ture is kept intact in the absence of any given group. These results
suggest that the six groups we identify do in fact represent distinct
categories of morphologies, and is promising for the prospects of a
producing a training set from synthetic data in future work.
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Figure 6. Galactic position of our sample of HII regions, split by group.
Points are coloured by their Galactocentric distance and scaled linearly with
their physical effective radius. Note that the two regions in group 7 from
Fig. 3 have been merged into group 6 and the outlier region in group 2 is
not shown.
4 DISCUSSION
In this section, we consider the physical properties of the HII re-
gions within each group. We look for any associations between
these parameters and assigned group and investigate whether it is
some physical property responsible for the 30% variation along
axis 2 of the MDS ordination, having already shown the 60% vari-
ation represented by axis 1 is likely linked to the amount of high-
curvature values within each region. We also discuss in this section
the outliers identified by hierarchical clustering and investigate as-
sumptions made about the assigned distances and ambient densi-
ties. We also outline potential future applications of our statistical
methodology to larger samples of HII regions, and other diffuse
astronomical objects, and how we intend to further quantify the
statistical clustering using synthetic observations.
4.1 Region properties by group
4.1.1 Position, Radius and Distance
Figure 6 shows the positions of the HII regions – Galactic longitude
and latitude, with points coloured by Galactocentric distance – split
by assigned group. Group 1 only contains regions with l < 30◦and
group 6 only has regions with l > 28◦, however this is not ex-
clusive, with groups 3, 4 & 5 containing regions with a range of
l values. There are no group preferences for regions with positive
or negative latitude values, nor large or small Galactocentric dis-
tances. This suggests that the various shapes of HII regions located
in the first half of this quadrant of the Galaxy are homogeneously
distributed in Galactic latitude, with a small preference for those at
a given Galactic longitude to share a common morphology.
Figure 7, top-right, shows the distribution of HII region helio-
centric distance by group. As previously outlined, we sought to en-
sure that no bias was given to regions at a near distance. This intent
is confirmed by Fig. 7, with no preference for regions at any given
distance appearing in a particular group. Further to our tests using
different spline intervals (Sec. 3.4.3), we tested whether consider-
ably smaller intervals (equal to 0.10 pc and 0.29 pc), that captured
much more curvature detail for the closer regions, would show a
bias in the clustering results and found that, in these cases, there
was a preference for objects at greater distances to be sorted into
the same groups. This preference was most profound at the smaller
interval of 0.10 pc, where 72% of regions at a distance greater than
12.5 kpc were placed in one group. For the interval of 0.29 pc, 39%
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of the far regions were then placed into one group. Since there is
no preference for the far regions, nor those at the nearest distances,
to be placed in a given group at the 0.54 pc spline interval used,
we can infer that any associations between region parameters and
groups is not associated to any distance/angular resolution bias.
We do find associations between the region radii and assigned
group (Fig. 7, top-left). Since the curvature measurements of each
region concern the size-and-shape, this is not an unexpected result.
However, effective radius as a measure was not a direct input to the
hierarchical clustering, since the curvature distributions or average
curvature values per region do not always correlate with the effec-
tive radius. Therefore, the fact that our results have the following
associations means that this size information is in some cases re-
tained by the curvature distributions: 59% of regions with a radius
less than 1.6 pc are assigned to group 5, and 53% of regions with
a radius greater than 4 pc are assigned to group 4. Because of this
association between large regions and group 4, we cannot attribute
size as the primary reason for the variance along axis 2 of the MDS
ordinance, since group 4 has low scores along this axis. The HII re-
gions physical size can be linked to both ionising mass and age, for
an assumed constant medium density. We therefore estimated the
amount of ionising flux from each region, to provide estimates for
the stellar masses, which when compared to the size of the regions,
can also give estimates for the region dynamical ages.
4.1.2 Lyman Continuum Flux
Using the integrated radio continuum flux density from within the
boundary of each HII region, we estimated the number of Lyman
continuum photons from the following equation (Matsakis et al.
1976), derived from the model developed by Mezger & Henderson
(1967) and assumptions outlined by Rubin (1968):
Nly = 7.54× 1046
(
Sν
Jy
)(
D
kpc
)2(
Te
104K
)−0.45 ( ν
GHz
)0.1
(5)
Where Sν is the measured total flux density, D is the distance to
the Sun, Te is the electron temperature and ν the frequency of the
radio emission. We assume all regions are optically thin and have
an electron temperature of 8,500 K. For Sν , the intensity values
from the MAGPIS images are given as Jy/beam, we therefore ex-
tracted the total emission by first determining the beam integral
(1.133 × beamsize2 ' 38.1′′) and dividing by the pixel scale,
which gives the number of pixels in the beam (' 9.5 pixels). Then,
dividing the sum of the pixel values within the boundary of each
region by the number of pixels in the beam yields the flux density
in Jy.
Derived Sν and estimatedNly values for each of the 76 HII re-
gions are listed in Table A1 in Appendix A. These ionising flux es-
timates are lower limits due the assumption of ionisation bound re-
gions. A small amount of ionising flux can escape into the outer
photo-dissociation region, and some flux may be attenuated by
dust within the region. After identification of the probable ionising
sources for a sample of HII regions, Watson et al. (2008, 2009) es-
timate that the Nly values calculated from the MAGPIS images are
a factor of 2 lower than the expected flux from the ionising stars.
We do not correct for this in our calculations and instead assume
all inferred masses are lower-limits. Since this is systematic across
the sample, estimated values are still representative of the sample
distributions.
The distribution of Nly is shown in Fig. 8, left. The log Nly
values range from 46.92 to 49.77, corresponding to single ionis-
ing stars of spectral type B0.5V and O5V, respectively (Table II in
Panagia (1973)), with a peak of ∼ 48.3 corresponding to an O9V
star. This distribution further confirms the expectation from C06
that many of the bubbles are the result of ionisation and stellar
winds from late O and early B type stars. This was also found by
Beaumont & Williams (2010) for a selection of the C06 bubbles,
however, for the bubbles that are common between our sample and
theirs, we note a higher estimate of Nly , due to not assuming the
near distance from the kinematic distance estimates.
Weidner et al. (2010) found that for star cluster masses ex-
ceeding 102 M , random sampling from the stellar initial mass
function is highly unlikely, and that the star cluster mass is related
to the mass of the most massive star it hosts. For a star cluster of
102 M , the corresponding most massive star has a mass of ∼
8 M . Since a single O9V star has a mass of ∼ 19 M (Weidner
& Vink 2010), and assuming that the majority of the ionising flux
within each HII region is the result of the most massive star within
the cluster, we can hence determine the minimum star cluster mass
required for each HII region.
Figure 7, bottom-left, shows the distribution of Nly values by
group. There is no apparent association between group and the re-
gion’s number of Lyman photons, with the most massive regions
distributed across all groups except group 5. The largest value of
log Nly in group 5 is 48.9, which corresponds to a single O6.5V
star. From Weidner & Vink (2010), an O6.5V star has a spectro-
scopic mass of ∼ 30 M , which would require a cluster of ∼
103 M to produce (Weidner et al. 2010), this is hence the up-
per mass limit for group 5. Group 1 contains only intermediate-
to high-mass regions, with a lowest log Nly value of 48.2, which is
between an O9V and an O9.5V star, corresponding to a minimum
cluster mass of ∼ 102.5 M for this group. In both groups 1 & 5,
there appears to be a break in the parameter space between inter-
mediate and high mass clusters, and lower and intermediate mass
clusters, respectively. However, splitting these groups each into two
subgroups at their highest merge levels on the dendrogram in Fig. 3
does not delineate the groups by their respective Nly . Although the
group p values for these subgroups are all > 92%, it would not be
the cluster mass in this case that warrants separating out the two
groups. Instead, we take these two groups as representing their re-
spective Nly distributions, with no high mass regions in group 5
and no low mass regions in group 1. The remaining groups 3, 4 &
6 all show a large spread in Nly values, with groups 4 and 6 each
containing one region outside of their respective group’s box-plot
tails.
Figure 9 shows each region’s Nly values versus physical sur-
face area. There is a clear power-law cut off in the parameter space,
indicating a limiting surface brightness of the MAGPIS data. For
reference, the dashed line in Fig. 9 corresponds to a surface bright-
ness of 1·1047 photons/s per pc2. Colours/symbols of points match
those from the MDS plots in Fig. 5 and represent the identified
groups. All but one of the regions within group 6 appear to be at
the detection limit of the survey, suggesting that for this group, the
noise may be interfering with what we identify as the ‘edge’ of the
HII regions. This is a possible explanation as to why group 6 ap-
pears isolated in Fig 3, not merging with the rest of the data until
a the largest height on the dendrogram. The fact that these objects
have been distinctly grouped by the shape analysis method suggests
that regions in the other groups that are also close to the limiting
surface brightness are still at a sufficient signal/noise ratio that the
edge has been correctly identified. Hence, any inferences made re-
garding the regions in group 6 may not be as credible as those from
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Figure 8. Distribution of the number of ionising photons within the bound-
ary of each HII region (left) and the dynamical age of each region (right).
the rest of the groups. This is because there may be a larger error in
the determined diameter of the regions, and the regions may in fact
belong in different groups if their edges were better defined.
4.1.3 Dynamical Age
Having determined Nly for each HII region, their dynamical ages
can be determined from the following equation (Spitzer 1968;
Dyson & Williams 1980):
tdyn =
(
4Rs
7 cs
)[(
RHii
Rs
)7/4
− 1
]
(6)
where Rs is the radius of the Strömgren sphere (=
3Nly/4pin
2
0αB)
1/3, with n0 the ambient particle number
density, taken as 103 cm−3, and αB = 2.6 × 10−13 cm3 s−1 is
the hydrogen recombination coefficient to all levels above the
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Figure 9. Physical effective radii of each HII region versus the number of
ionising photons. Colours and symbols correspond to the groups identified
from hierarchical analysis. A constant surface brightness of 1·1047 pho-
tons / s per pc2 is indicated by the dashed line.
ground level, cs is the isothermal sound speed in the ionised gas
(= 11 km s−1; Bisbas et al. (2009)) and RHii is the observed radius
of the HII region. Equation 6 is the result of analytical models
that assume pressure equilibrium between the ionized and neutral
shocked gas. Whilst this assumption is reasonable for standard
HII regions, external pressure has a larger influence for (ultra- and
hyper-) compact HII regions. Raga et al. (2012a,b) addresses this
by considering the inertia of the shocked gas that is pushed out
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by the HII ionization front and present an updated model. The
analytical solution of their model is approximately equal to Eq. 6
for a ‘cold’ surrounding medium. We hence make this further
assumption for the ambient environment when using Eq. 6. More
recently, Raga et al. (2015) explored the combined affects of gas
pressure, radiation pressure and self-gravity, we refer those looking
for a more complete solution to dynamical ages of HII regions to
this work.
The distribution of dynamical ages for our sample of HII re-
gions is shown in Fig. 8, right panel. There is a peak at ∼ 0.4 Myr
and only nine regions have an age greater than 1.6 Myr. This age
distribution is on average lower than the one recently obtained by
Palmeirim et al. (2017), whose ages were determined by comparing
calculated ionised gas pressures to isochrones of 1D simulations by
Tremblin et al. (2014), by ∼ a factor of two. The likely reason for
this is the assumptions we make about the constant, cold ambient
density (and to a lesser extent, the constant electron temperature
assumed when calculating the ionising flux), which may vary with
environment across the regions.
Figure 7, bottom right, shows the distribution of dynamical
age by group. 84% (16) of the regions older than 1.1 Myr are as-
signed to groups 4 and 6, with group 6 only containing regions
with ages > 0.5 Myr. Group 5 shows the smallest spread in ages,
only hosting regions < 0.5 Myr old (22% (17) of all regions, 51%
of regions < 0.5 Myr old). Groups 3, 4 & 6 host regions with ages
exceeding the tails of their respective groups. These regions are
discussed in more detail in the next subsection. The distribution of
ages by group is similar to that of the effective radius. This is be-
cause the dynamical age has a stronger dependence on radii than
ionising flux, hence regions with a large radius remain as outliers
in the age distribution.
Despite the associations outlined here, the distributions of ra-
dius, ionising photons and dynamical age do not match the MDS
scores of the regions along axis 2. This means that we cannot at-
tribute the 30% variation in the distance matrix that axis 2 rep-
resents by any one physical parameter. It is likely due to another
feature of the curvature distributions that is not clear from the CDF
plots. Since the A-D test is sensitive to the tails of the distributions
it may be some subtle differences inherent there. Nevertheless, the
absence of low- and high-mass regions in two groups, the result that
one group only has small, young regions and that one group is at the
surface brightness limit of the survey has all been revealed by the
shape analysis method presented here. This shows good evidence
that there is a link between shape and physical properties of the re-
gions/environments. It is also promising for using these results as a
training set for future data sets.
4.2 Outliers
The apparent outlier from the hierarchical clustering is the single
region in group 2. HII region G012.429-00.049 is the most distant
region in the sample (d = 22.6 kpc), and from its line of sight ra-
dial velocity, is outside the Solar circle and hence does not have
a near kinematic distance (Vlsr = -18.4 km s−1). This region has
the sixth largest angular diameter in the sample, which - combined
with its far distance - leads to it having the largest spatial diame-
ter in the sample (∼ 30 pc). This meant that this HII region had by
far the largest number of interpolation points along its boundary.
This may be the reason for this HII region having a large A-D test
statistic score when compared to all other regions. However, given
its size and distance, this HII region is the oldest in the sample at
5.4 Myr. It may simply be because of how evolved the region is that
it has been selected as an outlier from the rest of the sample. We see
from the region image in Appendix B that the MIR bubble is not in a
complex, and the radio continuum emission at the 1σ boundary ex-
tends further than the 8µm shell. This is not common to the sample
and suggests a potential projection contamination with another ra-
dio source. In the statistical study of Spitzer bubbles by Hou & Gao
(2014), they match this MWP bubble to the same HII region we do,
from Chini et al. (1987) and Lockman (1989). There is also a sepa-
rate UCHII region within this bubble, listed in Wood & Churchwell
(1989).
Further outliers have been identified from Fig. 7, assuming
that the region shapes are linked to the physical parameters dis-
cussed. Region G027.476+00.179 in group 4 has a determined age
of 4.2 Myr and also the largest value of Nly . This far exceeds the
interquartile range (IQR) of the respective properties of regions in
group 4. The distance of this HII region is quoted as 12.6 kpc, which
is the far kinematic distance and is a very secure assignment (Jones
& Dickey 2012). Similarly, an outlier in group 3, region G019.629-
00.095, has an age of 4.3 Myr, which was also determined with the
far kinematic distance of 11.7 kpc and is another very secure dis-
tance assignment (Sewilo et al. 2004). The other outlier in group
3, region G025.397+00.033, has an age of 2.0 Myr at a distance
of 17.3 kpc which is outside of the Solar circle. Since in each of
these cases, there is little evidence for or no KDA, we suggest
that these could be examples where the incorrect assumptions have
been made regarding the ambient density or temperature. For exam-
ple, the images of region G025.397+00.033 in Appendix B show an
elongated area of radio emission, extending away from the centre of
the MIR bubble. If a lower density of n = 500 cm−3 is assumed for
this region, its age is then calculated as 1.4 Myr, which is just within
the upper extreme of that group’s age values. Group 6 hosts the sec-
ond oldest region with the fifth highestNly , G035.649-00.053 (N68
from C06), which at a far kinematic distance of 10.4 kpc is calcu-
lated as 4.6 Myr old. As discussed previously, group 6 has been
identified as regions on the limit of surface brightness detection,
hence there is a larger error in the diameter determination of these
regions which would influence the calculated dynamical age.
4.3 Future Applications
When testing the shape analysis functionality of our method, reg-
ular shapes such as circles, ellipses and regularly perturbed closed
curves were compared to the observed sample. In each case, the
test regions were ordinated far away from the observed regions on
the MDS plots, and were grouped in to their own branches on the
dendrograms. Hence, an application of this analysis method would
be to test the efficacy of synthetic observations of numerical sim-
ulations of HII regions. This will be the main focus for Paper II,
with preliminary results showing that modern simulations do in-
deed produce synthetic images that are comparable to the observed
data. Hence, for varying initial conditions and at different simu-
lated ages, we can determine when the synthetic regions appear in
the groups that we identify. Furthermore, we can take advantage of
these controlled parameters to better quantify our groups and find
out when a region would move between groups. We have already
seen evidence for regions moving systematically between groups
from our resolution testing. Ultimately this would help lead to a su-
pervised classification scheme of HII regions based on their shapes,
whereby each class is associated to a specified range of physical
properties.
A further use of the synthetic observations is to consider dif-
ferent projections of a region at a given stage, to see how this affects
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the obtained shape of the region. Although in the present work, we
consider a variety of HII region shapes, it remains to be seen from
this alone whether or not the line of sight angle to an individual
source would have a large influence on its shape. Through the test-
ing of our analysis, we saw that a region was more likely to move
between groups if its shape changed in a definite manner, such as
more detail being captured at a lower contour level, or a higher
spline resolution. We can hence speculate that if no greater amount
of fine detail was revealed by a change in projection, then the region
should remain in the same group when viewed at different angles.
This will be discussed in detail in Paper II.
There are various other diffuse astronomical objects that share
common morphologies, such as planetary nebulae, supernova rem-
nants, giant molecular clouds, and cold molecular clumps. If the
shape data of these objects can be extracted in a systematic man-
ner like we have done for the HII regions in this study, our analy-
sis method could be applied to these objects. Due to the curvature
shape descriptor and the non-parametric statistical tests used in our
method, the regions do not necessarily have to be closed contours.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We performed an unbiased shape analysis of a sample of 76 HII re-
gions by analysing the curvature distributions of the regions bound-
aries. These were obtained systematically at a constant signal level
above the background noise in each image from the MAGPIS ra-
dio continuum data. By applying hierarchical clustering and multi-
scale bootstrap re-sampling to the data, we obtained six groups, de-
lineating HII regions of similar morphologies. This was confirmed
by visual inspection of the images 4 and quantitatively by the ordi-
nance technique of multidimensional scaling. We found that 97%
of the variation in the shape data is represented by three princi-
pal coordinate axes, 60% of which is likely due to the amount of
high curvature points along a region boundary, i.e. the level of cur-
vature perturbation. Investigation into the association of physical
parameters and the group assigned by our methodology revealed
the following results:
There was little association between the region position in the
Galaxy and assigned group, with objects at varying Galactocentric
distance and Galactic latitude appearing in all groups. We found
that one group contained regions with Galactic longitude < 30◦and
another had only regions with l > 28◦. However, the remaining
three groups contained regions with the full distribution of l values.
This suggests that for this section of the Galactic Plane, HII region
shape is homogeneously distributed across Galactic latitude, with a
small preference for those at similar Galactic longitudes to share a
common morphology.
One of the six groups contained only small (<1.6 pc), young
(<0.5 Myr) HII regions. This was not exclusive, with 59% and
51% respective completeness. It does show that the size-and-shape
information contained within the curvature distributions and the
statistical clustering of the data reflects this common feature for
this group. There was also a preference for this group to contain
only low- to intermediate-mass ionising clusters (maximum of ∼
103 M ). There was a further preference for ionising mass in an-
other group that contained only intermediate- to high-mass clusters
(minimum mass ∼ 102.5 M ). There was no further preference
for regions of a given ionising mass to be placed in any particular
4 As shown in Appendix B, available in the online version of this paper.
group. Using these results, we discussed five outliers in the sam-
ple and looked at whether there were possible projection effects or
incorrect assumptions made as to the ambient density or electron
temperatures. In each case there was either little evidence for or no
kinematic distance ambiguity.
One of the identified groups was distinctly separated from the
rest of the data by our analysis. It was revealed to contain regions
that were at the surface brightness detection limit for the survey.
This suggested that the noise may be interfering with our extrac-
tion of the boundary of these regions, and that the shape of these
objects is less accurately represented than in the rest of the data.
For a deeper survey, these regions may in fact belong to a differ-
ent group in the analysis. The groupings we obtain remain present
if this (or any individual) group is removed from the data set. The
group associations also remain if a random number of regions are
removed from the data. This further illustrates that common mor-
phological features were readily identified by our method.
It was evident from testing the methodology that certain se-
lection choices affect the resulting group structure from the hier-
archical process. We found that lowering the threshold level used
to define the ‘edge’ of the HII region resulted in higher curvature
portions of the shape to be included in its descriptor. In some cases
this was due to the noise in the images, in others it can be attributed
to structure of comparable scale to the resolution used. This had
a much larger influence on the group results than increasing the
threshold value, concurring with the MDS result of the number
of high-curvature values along the boundary having a large influ-
ence on the groupings. Increasing the threshold produced generally
more smoothed edges with less defined detail. The p-values (from
the bootstrapping) associated with the groups obtained in each case
were lower than those obtained for the 1σ value used. For our future
work, we will use this approach to identify the optimum threshold
level to use, for varying noise profiles that can be readily controlled
with synthetic observations. We will also use the synthetic data to
test whether line of sight projection has a significant influence on
the observed planar shape.
The largest source of error for the shape analysis was due to
the sampling resolution used to obtain the curvature distributions,
which is determined for each region from its distance. We discuss
why using the spatial sampling resolution corresponding to the im-
age resolution at the far distance (0.54 pc at 19.2 kpc) removed any
bias that is attributed to nearby regions. Our results show no asso-
ciation between heliocentric distance and group at this resolution.
However, as with the threshold levels, we found that changing the
regions distance by±20% (which in turn changes the sampling res-
olution) did affect the groups from the hierarchical process. Due to
the errors associated with kinematic distance determination, this is
a limiting factor of the analysis process. 18% of group assignments
changed when the distances are reduced, which corresponds to re-
ducing the sampling resolution, and 53% of assignments changed
when the resolution is increased. We do note that changes to the
shape descriptor of individual regions would inevitably lead to the
region being grouped with regions of different morphologies. Fur-
thermore, in some cases, multiple regions from a given group were
each relocated to the same new group after changing the resolu-
tions, suggesting that the shape descriptors are affected in a com-
mon manner by the resolution change. In our forthcoming work, we
will investigate whether these inherent deviations in the description
of the shape of HII regions, which arise from both selection choices
and observational errors, can be quantified in a fully systematic way
that would allow for a classification scheme to be constructed from
shape analysis.
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From many levels of abstraction, our results show good evi-
dence for associating HII region shape to the region’s physical pa-
rameters, and that shape can be used as an intrinsic measure. With
such a large amount of high resolution images readily available,
there are many potential applications of this approach to larger sam-
ples of HII regions, and other astronomical objects. We would like
to reiterate that for diffuse objects, one must have a clear defini-
tion for the shape they extract and execute this in a systematic and
repeatable manner. In our following paper, we will compare syn-
thetic observations of HII regions with given initial conditions and
projections to our observed sample, to see if the theoretical values
match those calculated from observations and if so, probe how the
initial conditions of formation affect the shapes of these regions.
This will also allow us to further quantify our groups, moving to-
wards a supervised classification scheme for HII regions.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY TABLE
Table A1: This table lists the individual properties of all HII regions investigated in this paper. We list the WISE (Anderson et al. 2014) and
MWP (Simpson et al. 2012) catalogue name of the source, the C06 (Churchwell et al. 2006) name where applicable, the Galactic longitude
and latitude, line of sight radial velocity and distances (taken from the WISE catalogue), angular and spatial effective radius, the ionised flux
at 1.4 GHz we determine from within the 1σ boundaries, the number of ionising photons, Strömgren radius, dynamical age and assigned
group number from this analysis. Note that the two regions with group 6* are those originally labelled as group 7 in Fig. 3 and later merged
into group 6
WISE ID MWP ID C06 l b Vlsr D RGC Reff Flux Nly Rs tdyn G
[deg] [km/s] [kpc] [′] [pc] [Jy] [s−1] [pc] [Myr]
G010.964+00.006 1G010965+000116 10.965 0.012 17.7 14.1 6.2 0.90 3.7 0.723 49.08 0.7 0.6 1
G012.429−00.049 1G012432−000410 12.432 −0.041 −18.4 22.6 14.6 2.30 15.1 0.982 49.62 1.1 5.4 2
G017.336−00.146 1G017330−001379 17.330 −0.138 −6.2 17.3 9.7 0.92 4.7 0.097 48.39 0.4 1.4 3
G017.928−00.677 1G017921−006843 N20 17.921 −0.684 39.1 12.8 5.5 0.70 2.6 0.080 48.04 0.3 0.6 4
G018.076+00.068 1G018081+000708 18.081 0.071 58.2 11.8 4.7 0.91 3.1 0.288 48.52 0.5 0.6 4
G018.144−00.281 1G018141−002783 18.141 −0.278 53.9 4.2 4.5 1.85 2.3 6.984 49.01 0.7 0.2 1
G018.152+00.090 1G018154+000992 18.154 0.099 53.0 4.1 4.6 1.32 1.6 0.200 47.45 0.2 0.4 4
G018.451−00.016 1G018452−000152 18.452 −0.015 56.5 11.9 4.8 1.05 3.6 0.485 48.76 0.6 0.7 4
G018.657−00.057 1G018658−000495 18.658 −0.050 44.1 12.5 5.3 0.52 1.9 0.146 48.28 0.4 0.3 1
G018.741+00.250 1G018743+002521 18.743 0.252 19.1 14.2 6.9 0.42 1.8 0.099 48.22 0.4 0.3 1
G019.504−00.193 1G019505−001900 N25 19.505 −0.190 37.8 12.8 5.7 0.79 2.9 0.110 48.18 0.4 0.7 1
G019.629−00.095 1G019632−001189 19.632 −0.119 58.6 11.7 4.8 3.94 13.4 4.028 49.66 1.1 4.3 3
G020.227+00.110 1G020223+001118 20.223 0.112 22.1 13.9 6.8 0.84 3.4 0.083 48.13 0.3 0.9 4
G020.988+00.092 1G020991+000963 20.991 0.096 18.6 14.1 7.0 1.33 5.5 1.396 49.36 0.9 1.0 1
G022.761−00.492 1G022756−004827 22.756 −0.483 74.8 4.8 4.3 1.99 2.8 2.769 48.73 0.6 0.4 5
G022.988−00.360 1G022991−003666 22.991 −0.367 74.1 4.8 4.3 1.95 2.7 1.039 48.30 0.4 0.6 4
G023.661−00.252 1G023660−002527 23.660 −0.253 66.2 11.2 4.9 0.90 2.9 0.224 48.37 0.4 0.6 1
G023.787+00.223 1G023798+002263 23.798 0.226 107.4 9.4 3.8 2.28 6.2 0.745 48.74 0.6 1.9 4
G024.728+00.159 1G024731+001580 24.731 0.158 109.3 6.3 3.7 0.78 1.4 0.110 47.56 0.2 0.3 5
G024.734+00.087 1G024735+000889 24.735 0.089 111.3 6.4 3.7 1.93 3.6 0.818 48.45 0.4 0.9 1
G025.397+00.033 1G025399+000360 25.399 0.036 −14.4 17.3 10.4 1.62 8.2 1.097 49.44 0.9 2.0 3
G027.476+00.179 1G027484+001817 27.484 0.182 34.0 12.6 6.5 3.73 13.7 4.424 49.77 1.2 4.2 4
G027.682+00.076 1G027688+000778 27.688 0.078 100.2 6.0 4.1 0.96 1.7 0.119 47.55 0.2 0.4 5
G027.980+00.080 1G027981+000753 27.981 0.075 76.6 10.3 4.9 0.54 1.6 0.229 48.31 0.4 0.2 1
G027.997+00.317 1G028006+003153 28.006 0.315 92.7 9.4 4.4 2.03 5.5 0.369 48.43 0.4 1.9 4
G028.146+00.146 1G028140+001526 28.140 0.153 89.2 5.4 4.4 1.70 2.7 0.287 47.84 0.3 0.7 6
G028.638+00.194 1G028636+002033 28.636 0.203 103.8 7.5 4.0 1.80 3.9 0.412 48.29 0.4 1.1 4
G030.252+00.053 1G030250+000547 30.250 0.241 65.2 4.5 5.0 0.59 0.8 0.096 47.21 0.2 0.1 5
G030.311−00.215 1G030323−002072 30.329 −0.209 106.1 7.3 4.2 0.91 1.9 0.153 47.83 0.3 0.4 4
G030.468+00.394 1G030461+004237 30.461 0.424 57.7 3.8 5.4 3.53 3.9 1.334 48.21 0.4 1.1 6*
G030.690−00.258 1G030699−002560 30.699 −0.256 98.5 8.4 4.4 2.17 5.3 2.713 49.20 0.8 1.1 4
G031.138+00.285 1G031147+002879 N54 31.147 0.288 104.7 7.3 4.3 1.89 4.0 1.192 48.72 0.5 0.9 3
G031.470−00.344 1G031473−003459 31.473 −0.346 88.8 9.0 4.7 1.12 2.9 0.477 48.51 0.5 0.6 4
G032.057+00.077 1G032057+000783 32.057 0.078 96.3 7.2 4.4 0.94 2.0 0.263 48.06 0.3 0.4 5
G032.152+00.131 1G032158+001306 32.158 0.131 95.0 6.1 4.5 0.78 1.4 0.740 48.36 0.4 0.2 5
G032.582+00.001 1G032584+000057 N56 32.584 0.006 77.4 9.4 5.1 1.09 3.0 0.163 48.08 0.3 0.8 6
G032.733+00.209 1G032731+002120 32.731 0.212 16.1 13.2 7.7 0.45 1.7 0.030 47.64 0.2 0.4 4
G032.928+00.606 1G032929+006055 32.929 0.605 −38.3 19.2 13.0 0.45 2.5 0.293 48.95 0.7 0.3 5
G033.813−00.150 1G033815−001494 N60 33.815 −0.149 50.0 10.8 6.0 0.41 1.3 0.040 47.59 0.2 0.2 5
G034.089+00.438 1G034088+004405 34.088 0.441 32.6 11.8 6.8 0.69 2.4 0.219 48.41 0.4 0.4 3
G034.133+00.471 1G034132+004724 34.132 0.472 34.6 11.7 6.7 0.40 1.4 0.586 48.83 0.6 0.1 3
G034.256+00.136 1G034262+001267 34.261 0.136 54.0 3.5 5.8 2.08 2.1 10.758 49.04 0.7 0.2 4
G035.051−00.520 1G035051−005195 35.051 −0.519 48.0 10.7 6.2 0.39 1.2 0.215 48.31 0.4 0.1 5
G035.467+00.004 1G035476+000027 35.476 0.003 58.6 10.0 5.8 1.08 3.1 0.169 48.15 0.4 0.8 4
G035.543+00.006 1G035544+000131 N67 35.544 0.013 57.5 10.1 5.9 0.87 2.5 0.218 48.27 0.4 0.5 3
G035.571+00.071 1G035573+000703 35.573 0.070 47.6 10.7 6.2 0.48 1.5 0.455 48.64 0.5 0.1 5
G035.649−00.053 1G035652−000348 N68 35.652 −0.035 51.9 10.4 6.1 4.21 12.7 2.853 49.41 0.9 4.6 6
G037.259−00.083 1G037261−000809 37.261 −0.081 40.8 10.8 6.5 0.81 2.6 0.122 48.07 0.3 0.6 4
G037.344+00.684 1G037349+006876 37.349 0.688 45.6 10.5 6.4 0.60 1.8 0.176 48.21 0.4 0.3 5
G037.750−00.110 1G037751−001098 N70 37.751 −0.110 49.7 10.1 6.2 0.87 2.6 0.374 48.50 0.5 0.4 3
Continued on next page
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WISE ID MWP ID C06 l b Vlsr D RGC Reff Flux Nly Rs tdyn G
[deg] [km/s] [kpc] [′] [pc] [Jy] [s−1] [pc] [Myr]
G037.754+00.560 1G037754+005577 37.755 0.560 18.3 12.2 7.6 0.38 1.4 0.054 47.82 0.3 0.2 4
G038.045−00.034 1G038046−000318 38.046 −0.032 58.3 9.5 5.9 1.57 4.3 0.268 48.31 0.4 1.3 4
G038.840+00.495 1G038839+004990 38.839 0.499 −43.2 18.2 12.8 0.58 3.1 0.041 48.05 0.3 0.8 3
G039.728−00.396 1G039728−003965 39.728 −0.397 58.3 9.1 6.0 0.48 1.3 0.253 48.24 0.4 0.1 5
G039.864+00.645 1G039868+006467 39.868 0.647 −40.9 17.6 12.4 0.46 2.4 0.128 48.52 0.5 0.4 5
G039.873−00.177 1G039874−001737 39.874 −0.174 60.0 9.0 5.9 0.82 2.1 0.110 47.87 0.3 0.5 4
G041.235+00.367 1G041237+003647 41.237 0.365 71.3 5.4 5.5 1.84 2.9 0.375 47.96 0.3 0.8 6
G041.512+00.021 1G041519+000375 N79 41.519 0.037 17.7 11.6 7.7 2.06 7.0 0.602 48.83 0.6 2.2 6
G041.929+00.030 1G041931+000351 N80 41.931 0.035 20.7 11.3 7.6 1.45 4.8 0.193 48.31 0.4 1.5 6
G042.103−00.623 1G042104−006230 N82 42.104 −0.623 66.0 7.7 5.8 1.81 4.1 1.389 48.84 0.6 0.8 3
G042.111−00.444 1G042112−004451 N83 42.112 −0.445 53.4 8.9 6.2 0.49 1.3 0.181 48.08 0.3 0.2 5
G042.434−00.275 1G042426−002691 42.426 −0.269 61.5 8.1 5.9 1.23 2.9 0.715 48.59 0.5 0.5 6
G043.185−00.525 1G043185−005229 43.185 −0.523 59.1 8.1 6.0 0.55 1.3 0.713 48.59 0.5 0.1 5
G043.432+00.516 1G043434+005189 43.434 0.519 −12.8 13.6 9.5 1.06 4.2 0.104 48.21 0.4 1.3 6
G043.774+00.057 1G043775+000606 N90 43.775 0.061 70.5 6.1 5.7 1.37 2.4 0.153 47.68 0.2 0.7 6*
G043.792−00.122 1G043797−001171 43.789 −0.116 43.3 9.2 6.6 0.56 1.5 0.064 47.65 0.2 0.3 5
G043.818+00.395 1G043829+003957 43.829 0.396 −10.5 13.3 9.3 1.26 4.9 0.216 48.50 0.5 1.4 6
G044.418+00.535 1G044417+005356 44.417 0.536 −55.1 18.4 13.8 0.47 2.5 0.042 48.08 0.3 0.6 3
G044.501+00.332 1G044503+003373 44.503 0.337 −43.0 16.6 12.2 1.29 6.2 0.246 48.75 0.6 1.9 6
G045.118+00.144 1G045123+001453 45.123 0.145 56.7 7.7 6.2 1.19 2.7 3.881 49.28 0.8 0.3 3
G045.197+00.740 1G045204+007443 45.204 0.744 −35.0 15.5 11.3 1.17 5.3 0.177 48.55 0.5 1.6 4
G045.391−00.725 1G045387−007155 N95 45.387 −0.715 52.5 8.0 6.3 1.69 3.9 0.276 48.17 0.4 1.2 6
G045.475+00.130 1G045476+001340 45.476 0.134 55.6 7.7 6.2 1.00 2.2 1.747 48.94 0.6 0.3 3
G045.825−00.291 1G045822−002892 45.822 −0.289 61.2 6.6 6.0 0.71 1.4 0.336 48.09 0.3 0.2 3
G045.933−00.403 1G045934−004012 45.934 −0.401 63.9 5.9 6.0 0.68 1.2 0.071 47.32 0.2 0.2 5
G046.495−00.241 1G046481−002389 46.481 −0.239 57.2 4.7 6.1 3.66 5.0 2.094 48.59 0.5 1.4 6
APPENDIX B: REGION IMAGES
Images of the 76 HII regions may be found in the online version of this paper.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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